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The goal of these experiments is to establish a quantitative correlation between

early DNA damage and cancer incidence in a way that would be helpful for assessing the

carcinogenic risk of radon alone or in combination w_ specific indoor pollutants.

Rat tracheal epithelium has been exposed i__nnvivo to ---Po alpha particles in the pres-

ence and absence of NO_ or cigarette smoke. The major accomplishments so far are: the

design and implementation of a tracheal implant to simulate radon alpha partlcle expo-

sure, the measurement of DNA breaks in a small 7.0 mm segment of the trachea exposed to

external x-irradlatlon, the measurement of the rate of repair of the x-ray induced tra-

cheal DNA strand breaks , the measurement of DNA strand breaks following inhalation of

cigarette smoke or NO_, the _surement of tracheal DNA strand breaks following expo-
sure to high doses (_5 Gy) -Po alpha particle radiation, the assessment of the

amount of mucous in the goblet cells and in the underlying mucous glands. So far we

have been unable to detect DNA stra_0breaks in the tracheal epithelium as a result of
exposure to NO. cigarette smoke or 90 alpha particles. We have developed a simple

'artificial' t_achea consisting of rat tl_acheal epithelial cells growing on a basement

membrane coated millipore filter. Experiments are proposed to utilize these artificial

tracheas to eliminate the potential interference of increased mucous secretion and/or

inflammation that can significantly affect the radiation dose from the alpha particles.

Our model systems are in place and feasible. The lack of DNA strand breaks so far is

puzzling but extremely interesting. The explanation of this interesting effect may

provide insight into the mechanism of the epithelial response with relevance to the

major goals of the project.

Initial findings indicated that the 210po _-partlcle radiation from the implants

does not break the tracheal DNA as effectively as expected on the basis of radiation

dose alone. Several possible explanations for the low DNA strand break efficiency of

the implants are being considered including the following: I) thicker than expected

mucous barrier; 2) respiratory cell resistance to high LET induced DNA strand breaka£e;

3) faster than expected DNA repair; 4) excessive DNA-DNA crossllnking at high radiation

doses; and 5) inaccurate dosimetry (unlikely but still possible because of the complex

geometry). The data to be obtained as described below will enable us to distinguish

between these possible explanations.

Design of the Implant

Several implant designs by 2 separate suppliers have been considered and tested.

Design considerations included the shape of the implant, safety of handling the

implant, stability of the implant in contact with body fluid, and stabilization of the

implant in the center of the tracheal lumen. The implant is a 7.0 mm long hollow nee-

dle with an outside diameter of 1.0 mm fabricated of silver alloy. Dental wire pro-

trudes through both ends and flares outward to stabilize the needle in the center of

the airway (Figure I).
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Figure I. Diagram of the trachea showing an implanted needle in place.
The diameter of the tracheal lumen is about 3.5 mm in the I0

week old rats used in the experiment. A tracheotomy is
performed and the needle is placed in the lower portion of
the trachea by trochar.

Calculation of Implant Source Strength

The implant is a needle or line source which serves as an lrradlator. The needles
are 7 mm in length and are uniformly coated with the alpha emitting isotope, polonium-
210 applied by electroplating. The dose rate calculation at the surface of the tiscue
is based on the geometry of the needle being centered in the tracheal lumen with the

radiation dose beingdelivered to the nearby tracheal wall. The range of the

polonium-210 alpha particle in tissue is about 35 microns which is more than enough to
reach the basal cell nuclei. The dose rate calculation is based on the expression that
dose rate = particle flux x stopping power. This expression in the appropriate units
can be written as follows:

2
dD/dt(rads/min)=9.6 x l0 -7 F(#/cm 2 ssc) x dE/dR(Hey cm /g)

where dD/dt is the dose rate, F is particle flux at the tracheal wall, and dE/dR is

s_pping power. Given the stopping power of the alpha particles is about 340 mev
cm /g, the above equation becomes:

dD/dt(rads/min) = 3.6 x 104 F(particles/cm 2 ssc)

If the source is assumed to have a uniform distribution of activity per unit length

represented by $L(_Ci/cm) then the differential flux at
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point P at distance r from an incremental length of the source dy is given by:

2

' dF=SLdy/4n r

Integrating the foregoing expression over the length of the needle source gives for the

flux, F, at point P the following expression:

F = SL/4_ dy/(y2+h 2)

Evaluatlng at the midpoint of the source gives

l l

F = (SL/4n)(I/h)[(tan- (L/2h) - tan- (-L/2h)]
or

F = 2(SL/4_)(I/h)tan-l(L/2h)

where L is the length of the needle and h is the distance from the needle. Since the

isotope is plated on the surface of a metallic needle, the alpha particles emitted in
the direction of the needle will be absorbed in the metal and will not contribute to

the dose at the tracheal wall. Since one-half of the alphas are absorbed by the

material of the needle, the flux at the tracheal wall will be reduced by a factor of
one-half, If L-IO mm and h-l.0 mm then tan- (L/2h)-l.37 and

5

F - 0.806 x I0 S!(uCi/cm)

Combining this expression for flux with the prevlo_,s equation for dose rate gives for
dose rate at h=l.0 mm:

dD/dt(Gy/min) = 0.263 SL(UCl/cm)

Table I. The relationship of tracheal wall dose rate

to source strength as measured by amount of

activity per unit length.

Source Strength Dose Rate

(_Ci/cm) (Gy/min)

28.0 7.4

14.0 ,3.7

7.0 1.8

3.5 0.9

The above calculation refers to the tracheal dose at the midpoint of the source.

The dose rate drops off with distance from the midpoint reaching about 50Z of the mid-

point dose at the ends of the needle. Sources were fabricated with the values of

source strength indicated in Table I electroplated on the surface of the implantation
needle. Liquid scintillation counting, track etch dosimetry and x-ray films were

employed to verify the disintegration rates of the needles as they arrived from the

manufacturer including; I. calculation based on the known amount of activity plated on

the needl_ and the geometry of the trachea, 2. calibrated film dosimetry to establish

dose rate and distribution, and 3. track etch dosimetry as an independent measurement

of absolute disintegrations and as a backup of the film dosimetry.



Dosimetrlc Evaluation of Radioactive Needles

The implants were placed on x-ray film for various times after which the films
were evaluated by densitometry. A typical result is shorn in Figure 2 which is a

cross-sectlon running perpendicular to the main axis of the needle.

/I •i.l
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Figure 2. Densltometrlc cross section of film pattern produced by

implant. The trace was made perpendicular to the long
axis of the needle.

The pattern shown is what would be expected based on the inverse distance rule relatin_
dose rate to distance from a needle source. The trace in Figure 3 runs parallel to the

axis of the needle approximately at the peak of the pattern in Figure 2, This trace

shows a uniform pattern of deposition of the radioisotope wlth some build up at the

ends of the needle. If the distribution of radioactivity were exactly unlform, the

pattern would be expected to peak at the midpoint and drop off near the ends reaching
50_[ exactly at each end, The pattern shown indicates that the activity is not unl-

formly distributed but actually has more activity near the ends of the needle that more

than compensates for the expected decrease at the ends. The effect of the deposition

non -uniformity is to produce a more uniform dose pattern along the length of the nee-
dle.
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Figure 3. Densitometric trace along the long axis of the needle.

The film was callbrated in order to estimate absolute doses by exposing the same film
to the calibrated neon ion beam at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory's Bevalac in

Berkeley, CA. Density units were converted into absolute dose in this way. We found
that calibrating the film with electron radiation gave results that were wrong by
nearly a factor of 50. The sensitivity of film La quite dependent on the linear energy
transfer of the radiation. The film density showed excellent Iinearlty with the amount
of activity on the implants as seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Cal_.brationcurve of the x-ray film exposed to needles
with different amounts of radioactivity. The slope is
0.024 density units/pCi.
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The track etch system is similar to the film system as a dosimeter. The differ-

ence wlth the track etch system is that each =bubble m may represent a single alpha par-

tlcle, thereby obviating the need for comparative calibrations. Counting bubbles at

different relative exposures gave the results shown in Figure 5. The data are reason-

ably linear, although the extrapolation to 0 intersects the y-axls at about 7

bubbles/unit field. This may be a limitation of the track etch method when counting

small n_ers of bubbles i The track etch patterns confirmed the excellent uniformityoX the -'-Po on the need es (data not shown)

2so TRACK ETCH
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Figure 5. Calibration curve of the bubble pattern In polycarbonate

exposed to the same needles. See text tor conversion of

the slope to dose rate per pCl at the surface of the
source.

Unfortunately the 210po _ not totally stable when plated on sllver. The problem

is the recoil energy of the 2"8po Itself. The atom acquires sufficient energy to some-

times escape from the surface, sometimes taking other molecules with it. As a result

we found that about 5% of the radioactivity was lost In a single 35 minute exposure in

the animal. As this was considered unacceptable both as a potential long term hazard

and as pogr preservation of source strength, lt was decided to coat the needles with
I00 pg/cm" of gold. The effect of the gold layer on the energy spectrum of the alpha
particles is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Alpha particle energy _pectra showing effect of coating
needles with 100 pg/cm" gold stabilizer. Standard

spectra for known isotopes of plutonium are shown for comparison,

The major effect of the gold was to spread out the spectrum of energies; an insignifi-
cant shift (<IX) to lower energy also occurred. Reference spectra of plutonlum-242 and

plutonlum-238 are shown.

External Irradiation o_[ tracheal epithelium

External irradiation of the trachea has been employed aa a means of verifying our

methods. These data provide a comparison of external irradiation with results obtained

by internal alpha particle irradiation. Rats were exposed externally to a high energy

x-ray beam generated by bombarding a tantalum target with electrons from a _an de
Graaff accelerator (1.8 MEV). The tracheal epithelium was prelabeled with H-thymldlne

by means of 3 daily intraperitoneal injections of 1.0 pCi/g body weight. The x-ray
beam was collimated appropriately and focussed on the trachea. Immediately after the

exposures the tracheas were removed, and the epithelial cells were separated from the

underlying stroma by trypslnizatlon. The DNA was then subjected to alkaline elution

with polycarbonate filters, and the elution profiles were analyzed by computer. The
results indlcA_ted that the number of strand breaks induced by 3.0 Gy of surface dose
would be detectible by current methodology. The methods utilized were originally

worked out on skin, and these experiments have demonstrated that with minor modifica-

tions the same methods are applicable to the tracheal epithelium. These results have

confirmed and established the feasibility of our methods for measurement of DNA strand

breaks directly in the tracheal epithelium.

The DNA was subjected to alkaline elution once the cells were separated from the

tracheal wall by 12 to 18 hr of trypsinization at 2°C. The actual separation was done

with the help of a dissecting microscope to verify that only the epithelial cells were

present. The epithelial cells were seen to separate in large sheets. These sheets
, were removed to separate vials and subjected to gently shaking and/or syringing in

order to produce a more uniform cell suspension prior to elution. Some typical elution
curves are shown in Figure 7 for tracheal cells irradiated with high energy x-rays. By

allowlng time to elapse between the end of the radiation exposures and start of the

r
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trypsin incubation, the repair of tracheal DNA was studied.
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Figure 7. Alkaline elution profiles indicating relative elution
rates of control and irradiated tracheal epithelial cells.
The slopes of the lines are shown in the right part of the

key box. The rats were irradiated externally with high
energy x-rays.

Repair appears to follow a biphasic pattern with an initial phase exhibiting a halftime
of about 15 man and a later, slower phase with a halftime of about 60 man. (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. The repair of rat tracheal cell DNA as a function of tlme
after irradiation with external x-rays.

Comparable data for rat epidermis exposed to electrons la shown In addition to the data
for the rat tracheas In Figure 9. The slopes indicate that the trachea may be a little

less sensitive to the radiation than the eplde_is, but the difference could easily be

explained by repair during the Rreater time required to dissect tracheas in comparlson
to skin (about 6 mln versus ab_ t 3 man). The repair of DNA strand breaks In eplde_is

exhibits an initial halftime of about 15 mln, but there was no evidence of a second

slower phase.
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Figure 9. DNA strand breaks as a function oI._ radiation dose In

rat skln and tracheal epithelium as indicated. The skln
was irradiated wlth electrons and the trachea was irradiated

with x-rays.
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DNA strand breaks in 2--lOpo exposed respiratory epithelium

210
Initial DNA strand break data in rat tracheal epithelium exposed to Po needle

implants is shown in Fit_urs lO.

Contrary to expectation the slope in the treated tracheas was higher than control,

although only by a small amount. Nevertheless we had expected the slope in the treated
tissue to be much less than control based on the results for external radiation shown

in Figure 8.

The results in Figure I0 are surprising and difficult to explain, so it was

decided to employ a positive control in all experiments. The positive control w-i

exposed to external high energy x-ray at a dose of 12 Gy.

Figure I0. Elution profiles for rat _[scheal DNA exposed by
tracheal implantation to Po alpha particles.
The DNA was labeled with 3HTdR. The dose was

given in 35 minutes.

There is no evidence of strand breaks in the epithelium exposed by 210po implant even

to a dose more than 3 fold greater than given to the positive controls. Another repeat

indicated that perhaps the implant may have reduced the elution slope slightly, but the

decrea _was robably not slgnl-lack of a clear dependence on dose indicated that the _ p
UPo irr ells toficant. Even so we were expecting the elution curve of the adlated c

be shifted to the left and below the positive control curve; a result that clearly did

not occur (Figure ll).
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210poFigure II. Elution profiles of rat tracheal DNA exposed to

alpha particles and to external x-rays (positive controls).

One possible explanation for these results Is that the alpha particles were unable
to reach the basal cell DNA because of an absorbing layer consistln E of mucous and the

tall columnar cells t_st comprise much of the respiratory epithelium. The orlginal
experiments utilized HTdR which labels only the pro_.iferatlng cells nears the basement

membrane. These cells are presumably the stem cells and were of Interest because they

are more likely to be at risk for carcinogenesis than the relatively well differen-
tiated cells located distal to the basemert membrane.

By utilizing a fluorometric assay, we assayed all epithelial DNA, Includ_nE non-

dividing cells, not Just rbe dividing basal cell DNA. These results are shown In FiE-
ure 12.
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Figure 12. Elution profiles of rat tracheal DNA exposed to 210po

alpha particles and to external x-rays. The DNA was

quantified by use of a fluorescent dye.
•

These results are virtually the same as seen for the non-fluo_etric assay_ a clear
slope increase for the positive control and no effect o£ the ---Po implants. The

implication of these results is that ne_er the DNA in the basal cells nor the DNA in
the superficial cells is broken by the Po alpha particles.

These are puzzling results and imply either that some absorbing material is inter-

vening between the implant and the epithelial cells, eg. a mucous layer, or the

epithelial DNA is responding in an unexpected vay to relatively high doses of high LET

radiation. We have performed some experiments intended to provide clues concerning the
explanation of this interesting effect.

The mucous layer as a radiation absorber

_ar first inclination was to hypothesize that the mucous barrier was somehow

preventing the alpha particles from penetrating. There ts normally a thin layer of

mucous covering the tracheal epithelium. The thickness _f this layer is difficult to

estimate accurately but in normal ci__stances it is not usually thicker than about
2-4 _ in the rat. The range of the Po alpha particle Is about 35 p in unit density

_aterial. Routine radloautographs to determ_ the location of the cells taking up the
-HTdR revealed tracks of some contaminating Po particles to be more than adequate to

penetrate not only the mucous layer but the entire epithelium. If mucous were the

explanation for the lack of effect of the alpha particles on the DNA, it would have to

be much thicker than normal, i.e. at least 20 p in thickness. There is reason to

believe that the tracheal mucous layer would not exceed 5 u even if all available

mucous from goblet cells and mucous glands were to be utilized.

Several experiments were conducted to obtain more information on the amo,mt and

distribution of mucous in the tracheal lumen during exposure to the implants. In one
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experiment we stained the tissue sections from the relevant region of the trachea with

periodic acid Schiff (PAS), a procedure that shows mucous as dark blue. Prior to

Implantatlon we estimated that about I0_ of the respiratory cells lining the lumen were

goblet cells, i.e. cells containing a large globule of mucous. After the implant was

removed, the proportion of cells exhibiting globules of mucous dropped to nearly OZ.

Presumably the presence of the implant had caused the goblet cells to discharge their

stored mucous. In addition the sub- epithelial mucous glands were devoid of stored

mucous. Apparently ali of the available mucous was discharged by the physical presence

of the implant. The discharge occurred irrespective of whether the implant was

radioactive. The question still to be resolved is: what fs the _al mass of _ucous "
discharged and is it enough to provide a barrier to prevent the Po alpha particles

from reaching the DNA of the underlying epithelial cells?

Conventional histological procedures_ such asp formalin flxatlon_ and dehydration,
remove most of the mucous so that the mucous outside of cells_ eg. on the clliated sur-

face of the tracheal airway fs difficult to study. We utilized frozen sections in an

attempt to determine if large quantities of mucous can be found in the tracheal lumen.

So far these studies have been negative. The thickest mucous layer documented so far

was about 4 _ thlckm although occasional large segregates of mucous-llke material have
been found sometimes mixed with red blood cells localized near the ends of the Implants

where stabilizing wires make contact with the tracheal wall. These studies are con-

tinuing systematically to examine the mucous thickness as a function of time after

implantation of a needle.

Another possibility is that the presence of the implant stimulates a vigorous

inflammatory reaction and the accompanying edema may thicken the tissue sufficiently to

block the alpha particles. To test this hypothesis we exa_nined the tissue for evidence

of edema and found none. Further we dosed the animals with dexamethasone, 4.0 mg/kg, as

an inflammatory suppressant and then measured the amount of DNA strand breakage in the

respiratory epithelium following exposure to about I0 Gy of alpha-radiation dose. The
results, shown in Figure 13 indicate that suppression of Infla_ation had no effect on

the amount of DNA strand breakage.
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Figure 13. Elution profiles of rat tracheal DNA exposed to 210po

alpha particles and to external x-rays. Rats wlth implant

(labeled I0 mCl) were treated wlth 4.0 mg/kg dexamethasone

to inhibit the inflammatory response.

Ra___ttracheal eepithelial (R._._TE)cells in vitro

Experiments are in progress utilizing rat tracheal epithelial cells In vitro as a
model system to determine If the respiratory. DNA is somehowresistant to breakage by
the action of hlgh doses of alpha particles. These cells were obtained from Dr. Ann

Harchok at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. These experiments have given negative

results so far, but lt Is difficult to estimate the dose to cells growing on a flat

surface from a radiation source that Is cylindrical In shape. Accordingly we are

fabricating what might be considered artificial tracheas of RTE cells growing on milli-

pore filters treated with solubilized basement membrane. These filters wlll be rolle_

into the shape of a trachea and the source will be inserted inside. We have demon-

strated the feasibility of 8rowing RTE cells for short times (30 sin) In this somewhat

unconventional configuration.

DNA strand breaks in tracheas exposed to NO 2 or cigarette smoke

We have measured DNA strand breaks In the tracheas of rats exposed to either

cigarette s:_oke or N02. These results are shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Elution profiles of rat tracheal DNA from animals exposed
to clgaretta smoke or NO.. Exposure duration was either
1.5 or 3.0 hrs per day, _ days per week for 2 weeks. The

NO2 concentration was 40 ppm.

So far none of the treatments have produced evidence of DNA strand breaks. The

rats were exposed to 40 ppm of NO2 for either 1.5 hr or 3 hr per day for 3 weeks and
then examined 3 days later for the presence of DNA strand breaks with and without

_gioactive implants. None of the rats that received both cigarette smoke or NO2 and
Po implants have exhibited evidence of DNA strand breaks. There is a tendency for

the animals exposed to NO2 to show less breakage than control as if the NO2 may have
produced cross-links that-counteract strand breaks or have inhibited the expression of
the strand breaks. We are continuing to study this interesting phenomenon.

Relevant rat skin studies

The induction and repair of DNA single strand breaks in rat epidermis was measured
for electrons and neon ions with somewhat contrasting results. Alkaline elution pro-
files for different doses of electron radiation indicated essentially complete repair

at ali doses except 16 Gy. Plotting elution slopes (measure of DNA damage) as a func-
tion of electron dose gives a typical dose response and repair as indicated in Figure

15. By 2 hfs all DNA breaks were repaired at ali doses. Comparable dose-response date
for neon ions is shown in Figure 16. Rather than a monotonic increase in slope with

dose, there is actually a decrease in response at 8 Gy. The effect at 4 Gy of neon
ions was somewhat larger than seen for 4 Gy of electrons. At 2 hr there was little, if

any, repair, but nearly complete repair occurred by 4 hrs. These results are new and
indicate that DNA single strand b.'eak induction in rat epidermis after exposure to neon

ions saturates at high doses (Z 8 Gy).
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Figure 15. Elution slopes for rat skin DNA as a function of
the dose of electrons (LET-0.34 kev/p). The

data were normalized to the average control slope

at 0 Gyo Results for repair times of 30 sin, 2 hfs
and 4 hrs are also shown.
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Figure 16. Elution slopes for rat skin DNA as a function of the
dose of neon ions (LET=30 kev/_). The data were

normalized to the averaEe control slope at 0 Gy.

Results for repair times of 2 hrs and 4 hrs are also

shown.

These results show that more DNA strand breaks per Gray at 4.0 Gy are produced by

neon ions in comparison to electrons. Quantitatively the results are_ neon ions, 0.29

breaks/unit DNA/Gy, and electrons; 0.19 breaks/unlt DNA/ Gy, i.e. neon ions are about

1.53 times more effective than electrons per unit dose at 4 Gy. lt should be noted
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that the number of breaks in unlrradiated controls was higher in the neon ion experi-

ment than in the electron experiment possibly because of the extra handling involved in

transporting the samples from California to New York. The incidence of DNA strand

breaks above 4.0 Gy shows a consistent decrease indicating possible cross-llnklng or

interference of expression at high doses. Also interesting and possibly significant is

the relative lack of repair. At 2 hrs after irradiation virtually no repair has

occurred, although a small amount of repair did occur by 4 hrs. These extremely

interesting results raise the possibility that we have failed to see DNA strand breaks

in the respiratory epithelium because the doses delivered were too high. We can not

speculate at the present time why high doses of high LET radiation does not produce
strand breaks to the same or greater extent as comparable doses of low LET radiation.

Generation of Inhalation Atmospheres

Cigarette smoke was generated using a 36 cigarette rotary wheel Generator.

Cigarettes were rotated into position and ignited by a thermistor. Main stream

cigarette smoke is drawn into the exposure chamber via the venturi effect produced by
chamber inlet air flowing perpendicular to the cigarette. The cigarette and generator
are contained in a vented enclosure which ensures that only mainstream smoke enters the

chamber.

Cigarette s,noke sufficient to produce concentrations _f 50 ppm and 25 ppm carbon
monoxide (CO) were used in these experlments. For a 1.3 m- chamber operating with an

air flow rate of 350 Ipm this is equlvalent to 2 packs (50 ppm CO) or I pack (25 ppm

CO) of cigarettes every 90 minutes. Exposure was conducted for 3 hr/day, 5 days/wk.

NO exposure was conducted using commercially available cylinders of nitrogen

dioxlde 2. A simple flow dilutlon technique was used to generate chamber atmosphere.

Concentrations of 25 ppm and I0 ppm NO9 will be used in these experiments. Although
these concentrations are higher than tfiose encountered in a typical home, 25 ppm was

the concentration used In previous studies in this laboratory concerning the interac-

tion of NO 2 with inhaled chemical carcinogens.

General Background

The harmful effects of inhaled radon on the human lung have been known since early

in this century (1,2). Several models of radon dosimetry have led to the conclusion

that most (on the order of 95%) of the radiation dose is attributable to decay of the

short-llved daughters of radon rather than radon itself (3,4,5). It has also been
shown that the radon daughters quickly attach to the aerosol particles and when inhaled

the particle deposition pattern determines the distribution of radiation dose within

the lung (6). Lack of information on the deposition is one reason why it is difficult
to translate the known risks of lung cancer in uranium miners to risks in radon contam-

inated homes. Not only were the miners, generally speaking, heavy smokers but their

environment was extremely dusty in comparison to most homes (7,8).

Experiments by Chameaud and colleaEues have shown that tumors develop in the lung

of rats exposed to radon in total or partial equilibrium with its daughters (9,10). In

lifetime studies tumors were found in rats receiving as little as 65 W_ (working level

months), i.e. about 32.5 fads, and the incidence increased almost linearly with dose.
Tobacco smoke was found to be a significant cofactor in that the radiation dose to pro-

duce a given incidence of tumors was reduced and the tumors occurred earlier (II). Gen-

erally particulates, such as, ore dust or diesel exhaust, are irritants to the
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pulmonary tissue and provoke inflammatory and proliferative responses in addition to
the occurrence of epithelial hyperplasla and metaplasia in hamsters (12). The animal
studies involving the inhalation of radon have shown clearly that the presence of dust

alters pulmonary pathogenesis and that the radiation dose rate influences the probabil-

ity of tumor development. The results cast doubt on the adequacy of the working level

month idea as an index of carcinogenic risk, if exposure conditions differ radically as

might occur in homes_ for example.

Radiation Carclno_enesis

Our own studies of the dose-response relationship for cancer induction in dif-

ferent species by ionizing radiation (13,14) have shown the effect of spatial distribu-

tion of dose (15,16,17), the effect of time of exposure (18,19)_ and the importance of
the linear energy transfer (LET) (20,21,22,23) and have led to important data for test-

ing models of carcinogenesis. Rat skin was found to be capable of repairing the
radlatlon-induced damage that leads to the formation of tumors fo_ low LET radiation.

For electron radiation the halftime of this repair was estimated on the basls of tumors

counted to be about 3.5 hours (24,25). While many of the details of the radiation car-

cinogenic mechanism are u_icertain, it is probable that two phases an involved (1) an

initial interaction that alters the DNA in a way that As transmitted to daughter cells,
and (2)subsequent changes in the altered cells or their progeny that cause them to

acquire neoplastic properties (26,27).

We have developed a model of radiation carcinogenesis based largely on results

obtained from irradiation of rat skin. In the model the tumor yleld is related to

molecular changes in the DNA occurring in phase l, and alterations in phase 2 are

assumed to exert approximately the same effect on tumor development independently of

the radiation dose. The model is based on the fairly simple idea that a critical early

event in the formation of a cancer cell is a chromosomal rearrangement derived from an

interaction, probably an annealing, between broken DNA fragments (28,29). The result

of the experiments have been surprisingly consistent with the expectations of the model

and have given us encouragement to perform more critical tests (30,31,32).

DNA Strand Breaks in carcinogenesis

In the model the number of DNA lesions (breaks) is assumed to be proportional to
radiation dose, and the lesions are assumed to be independent if produced in different

radiation tracks. When the LET of the radiation is low, e.g., electron radiation or

x-rays, many tracks are necessary to produce a given dose, and the most likely interac-

tions are those between lesions in different t _cks. Hence, the chance of forming a

rearrangement lesion (a chromosome rearrangement) will2be the product of the lesion
incidence with itself giving a dose squared term or BD . Repair becomes important for

lesions in different tracks, for though they may be spatially close, there may be a
separation in time so that a lesion may repair before a second one occurs.

On the other hand when the LET is high, as with radon and its daughters, hundreds

of fads may be delivered by only one or two tracks per basal cell nucleus. Accordingly

the lesions follow a geometrical alignment along particle tracks, and the _ost likely
interactions are between lesions in the same track. The probability of an interaction

is then linear in dose with a coefficient proportional to LET, i.e., CLD. lt should be

noted that not ali chromosome rearrangements are carclnogenlcally relevant (many are

undoubtedly lethal) and even the existence of a carcinogenlcally relevant chromosomal
rearrangement does not mean that the cell is neoplastic. Rather, the alteration is
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envisaged to produce genetic instability that causes progressive acquisition of neo-

plastic properties as a result of' additional alterations or recombinational rearrang_-

menta in subsequent mitoses. The dose response for tumor induction derived from the
above considerations is:

¥-CLD+BD 2, (l)

where T is the yield of cancers at a given time after irradiation (tumors per rat), D

is the absorbed radiation dose, L is the LET and C and B are empirical constants.

Prelimin_,ry results for onset of epithelial cancers in skin, indicate a pattern

that '.s consistent with the predictions of the linear quadratic equation based on

evaluating constants with data from an earlier experiment with argon ions. Generally
epithelial cancer yield as a function of time after exposure was fitted with a power
function of the form

Y(t) - G tn ' (2)

where t is elapsed time and n and G are constants. The argon and neon ion data have
been fitted with n=2.2. For consistency these data have been fitted with the same

power function (n=2.2) even though the data show a tending to plateau st longer times

(A 80 weeks). These are preliminary results and have not been confirmed histologl-

cally, although we expect the final results to vary little from the data shown.

Cancer yield per unit dose at 52 weeks for argon ions, electrons and neon ions are

shown in Figure 17. Present data for electron radiation (symbol with error bars) have

been supplemented with earlier data (no error bars). The data are expressed as yield

per unit dose in order to estimate CL as the y-intercept and B as the slope in the

equation:

Y(D)/D- CL + BD (la)

The solid llne shown was derived from a least square fitting procedure to the argon ion

data. The dotted line for neon ions was derived solely from the argon ion result by

assuming B and C remain the same and only L changes from 125 kev/p to 30 kev/p. This
reduces the y-intercept from 0.055 tumors/rat/Gy for argon to 0.013 tumors/rat/Gy for

neon. The actual neon ion data are positioned around this predicted line as strong

confirmation that Equation la correctly accounts for the effect of LET on cancer induc-

tion in the r_t skin system. The value of the slope, B, for argon and neon is 0.0060
tumors/rat/Gy .

Equation la, however, fails to predict correctly the response to electron radia-
tion. The predicted llne for electrons based on equation la (LET = 0.34 kev/p) is

shown Just below the llne for neon. The actual data for electrons (open squares) is

much lower and to the right of the predicted llne The electron data are best fitted
with a slope of B 0.0027 tumors/rat/Gy . The ratio of expected and observed slopes is

2.2 which implies the neon (and argon) are, 1.49 (1.49 -_2.2) fold more effect lve than

electrons in producing 2 track alterations relevant to carclnogeT sis.
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Figure 17. The Incldgnce of rat skin cancer as a function
of dose and linear onersy transfer (LET). The

results are expressed as cancer incidence per

unit dose at I year to illustrate th_l_ffect of
LET on the linear term. The LET of - -Po alpha

particles II approximately that shown for argon ions.

For comparison results obtained with low LET
electrons are also shown.

Another way to analyze these results, especially relevant to low dose extrapola-
tion, ii to consider the dose, D , where the linear and dose squared terms make equal
contributions to the cancer yield. Based on the formula D . (C/B) L, these results
are: D . 2,0 Gy and 8.3 Gy for neon and argon ions respeetively. The neon ion dose-

e
response ought to be predominately linear below 2 Gy and the argon ion data ought to be

dominantly dose squared above 8.3 Gy. A similar response might be expected for
--Po alpha particles since their linear energy transfer (LET) Is quite high (> lO0

kev/_) being comparable or even higher than that of argon ions.

DN__ARearrangement an_d 0neogene Activation

The potential for moving oncogenes to genomic locations that would produce amplif-
ication or enchanced expression, provides a basis for understanding how radiation-
Induced DNA strand breaks could be involved in carcinogenic progFession (33,34,35),
The extent that carcinogens, other than radiation, break DNA as part of their carcino-

genic action is not known.

Our preliminary data suggest the possibility that a known effect of radiation on

target DNA- double strand breaks leading to chromosomal rearrangements and gene

amplification - may be directly linked to myc gene activation found in these tumors.
Activation of the myc oncogene has been shown to occur via gene amplification, rear-

rangement and enhance transcriptional activity In other systems (53,54). Our prelim-

inary findings provide insight into the molecular leslon(s) associated with myc activa-
tion in radiation induced skin tumo, s (44).
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The myc oncogene is especially interesting because it has been studied extensively
in human tumors. The myc 0ncogene in Burkitt's lymphoma fs consistently involved in a
specific translocation of the second and third exons from chromosome 8 to chromosome 14

just downstream from an active immunoglobulin promoter region (55). Similar transloca-

tions leading to aberrant expression of myc have been seen in mouse plasmacytoma

(56,57), The myc gene has been mapped to chromosome 7 in rat (58). The advantage of

the rat' skin radiation tumor system is the potential to study,

Despite rapid progress in the molecular biology of oncogenes and the mechanisms by
which s'_ch genes may contribute to transformation_ the connection between the wealth of

biological and biochemical information regarding environmentally induced cancer and the

molecular mechanisms leading to carcinogenesis fs poorly understood. Research using

the new tools of molecular biology applied to well established models of experimental
carcinogenesis can provide the data needed to make this critical connection. The eluci-

dation of the causal relationship between carcinogen effects and the mechanism of

oncogene activation is of major importance in the theoretical understandlng of carcino-

genesis, as well as identification of putative carcinogens_ determination of a

mechanistic foundation for risk assessment analysisp and possible approaches to cancer

preventlonp early diagnosis_ and intervention.

Recovery and Repair i_nRadiation Carcinogenesis o_ffRat Ski____nn

An important question in radiation carcinogenesis is whether the carcinogenlcally

r_levant alterations are repairable as radiobiological lesions before being repaired or
eliminated during aging. In an extensive series of studies, we have shown that such

repair occurs and is quite effective if the LET of the radiation is low but does not

occur for heavy ion irradiation where the LET exceeds I00 kev/micron. For multiple

exposures of low LET radiation_ the time between exposures is an important determinant
of the carcinogenic effect of the radiation. We estimated on the basis of two doses

that the rt;palrable alteration was being removed with a halftime of about 2.5 hre (59).

In other experiments we showed that the effectiveness of this repair remained undimin-
ished for as many as 52 exposures (60,61).

In another series of experiments radiation doses were given weekly for a year and

tumors were plotted. There were two important findings of these studies; (I) repair

continued to be effective for at least about 40 exposures (over 90 Gy was necessary to

produce the same tumor yield that 12 Gy would produce in a single exposure) and (2) the

exponent of the power function fitted to the temporal onset data Jumped from about 2

for single exposures to more than 6, The increase in the time exponent tended to

reverse the effects of fractionation repair_ and may indicate that irradiation of early
tumor cells accelerate progression to cancer.

Cell Proliferation in Carcinogenesis

Cell proliferation has long been suspected of playing a role in carcinogenesiss

but its specific role remains to be established. Indirect evidence and logic suggest

that cell division could play a role in carcinogenesis by converting initial altera-

tions into a form that fs genetically t_ansmlssible to daughter cells.

To test whether cell proliferation affects tumor yield, rat skin was exposed in

the growing phase of the hair cycle when the epithelial cell population in the hair

£ollicles and to some extent in the epidermis are in a rapid state of proliferation.
The yield of tum_,rs was not substantially different than for skin irradiated in the
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remtlng phase of the hair cycle. We further examined thls question by artlfAclally
stlmulat ing cell proliferation in the hair fo111cles and surface epidermis, respec-

tlvely, by hair plucklng and cellophane tape stripping. The stlmulatlon of prollfera-
tlon was continued for 6 months without any affect on tumor yield. Perhaps the cells

that were stlmulated into proliferation were not the ones at risk for carclno_enesls.

Cell proliferation whether induced as a result of regenerative hyperplasla or by

some other mechanism may play a critlcal role in converting Jnltlal molecular leslons

to carclnogenlcally relevant genetic damage. Cell proliferation, prior to the repair
of the carclnogen-lnduced critlcaJ, lesion in DNA, is probably an essential step in the

initiation of liver carcinogenesis as evidenced by the results from a mlnE1e, non-

necrogenlc dose of several carcinogens, such am methylnltrosourea (MNU) (45), 1,2

dmethylhydrazlne (DMH) (45) and dlethylnltrosamlne (DEN) (47), Similarly, cell
transformation by radiation and viruses requires at least one round of cell prolifera-

tion prior to the repair of critical DNA damage (48). Cell proliferation may exert its

crucial effect in chemical carcinogenesis not only by converting premutatlonal altera-
tions into mutations but also by contributing to the conversion of initiated cells to

more advanced stages of carcinogenesis (49). Many chemlcal carcinogens like ionizing

radiation are known to interact with DNA and to be cytotoxlc at high doses, and the

proliferative regeneration may accelerate carcinogenesis (50).

A further possibility for the role of cell proliferation in carcinogenesis has

been postulated to explain the dose/response function of carcinogenesis during promo-

tion in the Inltiatlon-promotion system of mouse skin and may be relevant to the

present proposal (51). A variant of the multistage theory, this hypothesis suggests
that any one or all of the stages prior to actual cancer could undergo clonal expan-

sion. Such growth would effectively expand the population of cells at risk for conver-

sion to the next stage. Clonal growth of intermediate stages could be the principal

mechanism of action of tumor promoters and could be as '.nportant for determining the

temporal onset of tumors as the carcinogen dose itself. In view of these pos_Iblll-

ties, we propose to measure the rate of proliferation among the cells chronically

exposed to the radiation in the nasal epithelium at early times after exposure.

Respirator_ Carclnogenesis b_/ Inhalation of Direct-Actln_ _ Agents

In studies involving the respiratory tract at the NYU Department of Environmental

Medicine a number of chemicals have been found to produce cancers by inhalation. _ost

of the neoplastic lesions occurred in the nasal mucosa, because reactive chemicals do

not penetrate deeply into the lung. Most recently it was found that several of these

direct acting carcinogenic chemicals, including dlmethylcarbamylchlorlde and

betapropriolactone directly stimulate cell proliferation in the nasal mucosa and the

cancers exhibit a specific pattern of oncogene activation (44). The respiratory

epithelium is not a static tissue. What little information is available for carcino-

genic chemicals indicates the progressive occurrence of hyperplasia, squamous meta-

plasia, and dysplasla in varying degrees depending on the dose level. Such changes have
been noted in animals dying with and without cancer following exposure to dlrect-acting

alkylating and acylating agents, aldehydes (such as, formaldehyde), but little hlsto-

pathological information is available for exposure to radon or radon daughters.

In an inhalation study with DMCC in rats, gradual hi_topathologlcal changes in the

respiratory epithelium were noted. Even before the appearance of tumors the resplra..

tory epithelium exhibited nodular atypical basal overgrowth in which cells lost their

polarity and acquired hyperchro_atlc nuclei. This was followed by Invaslve down growth
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of tumor fi111ng the nasal cavity. The_e chanl_es appeared to be slmilar to the ones

found during induction of squamous cell carcinoma of the bronchus. Formaldehyde-

exposed animals, dying with tumor, showed severe dysplasla and ,quamous metaplasla at

times with atypia and production of large amounts of keratin (52).

Lu_ Carcinogenesis bZ Pellet Implantation

The implantation of radioactive pellets has been shown to produce bronchogenic
carcinoma In rats and mice with alpha, beta, i,nd gamma radiation (3?-43). Successful

pellets were cylindrical In shape with tue radioactive isotope electroplated to the

exterior surface of the cyllnder. For insertion into rat bronchi the pellets were hol-
low platlnum cylinders, 5 mm in length, and 1.2 mm in diameter with a wall thickness of

0.2 mm. The material wa_ platinum, The malil_nant tumor observed in these studies

arose from the basal layer of the bronchial epithelium. The results showed signifi-

cantly higher rates of squamous call carcinoma induction for ionizing radiation than

for chemical carcinogens inserted in the same pellets. The dose-response relationship

found in these studies was very shallow In the sense that each increase in the dose by

_ factor of I0 only increased the tumor yield by about 10%. However, tumors occurred
relatively early; the mean induction time being 344 days and the earliest induction

time being 143 days.
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